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Abstract
Recent advanced Table Structure Recognition
(TSR) models adopt image-to-text solutions to
parse table structure. These methods can be formu-
lated as image caption problem, i.e., input a single-
table image and output table structure description
in a specific text format, e.g., HTML. With the
impressive success of Transformer in text genera-
tion tasks, these methods use Transformer archi-
tecture to predict HTML table text in an autore-
gressive manner. However, tables always emerge
with a large variety of shapes and sizes. Autore-
gressive models usually suffer from the error ac-
cumulation problem as the length of predicted text
increases, which results in unsatisfactory perfor-
mance for large tables. In this paper, we propose
a novel image-to-text based TSR method that re-
lieves error accumulation problems and improves
performance noticeably. At the core of our method
is a cascaded two-step decoder architecture with
the former decoder predicting HTML table row
tags non-autoregressively and the latter predict-
ing HTML table cell tags of each row in a semi-
autoregressive manner. Compared with existing
methods that predict HTML text autoregressively,
the superiority of our row-to-cell progressive ta-
ble parsing is twofold: (i) it generates an HTML
tag sequence with a vertical-and-horizontal two-
step ‘scanning’, which better fits the inherent 2D
structure of image data, (ii) it performs substan-
tially better for large tables (long sequence predic-
tion) since it alleviates error accumulation problem
specific to autoregressive models. Extensive exper-
iments demonstrate that our method achieves com-
petitive performance on three public benchmarks.

1 Introduction
Extracting information from text images has become an in-
creasing hot topic, and much work has been done in scene
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Figure 1: The detection-based methods need complicated post-
processing, and the previous image-to-text methods’ 1D text output
is inconsistent with 2D table image. Our proposed method keeps the
end-to-end manner and relieves the spatial inconsistency problem.

text detection [Qin et al., 2021], text recognition [Qiao et al.,
2020], text understanding [Zeng et al., 2023], document anal-
ysis [Xu et al., 2020], and so on. Table is one of the most
common forms of structured data that facilitates information
management and retrieval. Similarly, in real-life scenarios, a
huge number of tables are not born-digital and often stored in
unstructured image formats, e.g., photos, scanned documents.
These unstructured table images are hard to be analyzed and
processed by computers directly, bringing difficulties to au-
tomatic procedures like archiving and retrieving. Therefore,
table structure recognition (TSR), which aims at parsing log-
ical table structure in images, plays a critical role in table
understanding.

Detection-based methods, such as line-based models
[Schreiber et al., 2017; Ma et al., 2023; Raja et al., 2022]
and cell-based models [Prasad et al., 2020; Raja et al., 2020;
Long et al., 2021], are first proposed to solve the TSR prob-
lem. These solutions are inspired by the intuition that a ta-
ble is composed of basic elements such as rows/columns or
cells. However, these methods face another difficulty: it is
not capable of reconstructing the logical structure using de-
tection network. This means that they have to add an addi-
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Figure 2: The length of TSR output is extremely long, which
makes a great difference when compared with other image-to-text
tasks such as image caption.

tional architecture, like graph network [Xue et al., 2021] or
rule-based post-processing strategies [Qiao et al., 2021a], to
recover the relationship between the detected objects, which
brings longer procedures and complex processes, as shown in
Fig. 1 (a).

Therefore, recent attention to the TSR problem has been
drawn on image-to-text solution [Li et al., 2020; Deng et
al., 2019a], i.e., input a table image and directly output a
sequence of text to depict the table such as HTML code.
In this area, encoder-decoder-based autoregressive methods
have made remarkable progress [Jimeno Yepes et al., 2021;
Ye et al., 2021; Nassar et al., 2022]. They use Convolu-
tion Neural Network (CNN) to extract table image features
and use Transformer to predict HTML table text word by
word. Meanwhile, they also predict the bounding box of each
cell with a bounding box regression branch. However, these
methods usually face two critical problems. (i) Autoregres-
sive image-to-text models suffer from severe error accumula-
tion problems (intermediate erroneous prediction has a long
influence on future predictions), especially for the large ta-
ble corresponding to long text sequence, as shown in Fig. 2.
(ii) The spatial inconsistency problem for the 2D image to
1D text translation can also degrade model performance. For
example, the second row’s leftmost cell and the third row’s
leftmost cell are adjacent, but in the HTML sequence, they
are separated by several table cells, as illustrated in Fig. 1
(b). Autoregressive methods could be especially sensitive to
such problems.

In this paper, we propose a novel end-to-end TSR model,
Divides Rows and Conquers Cells, called DRCC. Similar
to existing image-to-text based models, DRCC also directly
outputs HTML format table text, and meanwhile regresses the
bounding box for each predicted table cell as well. Observing
that predicting long text sequence word by word is the main
cause of error accumulation, and tables are organized in a
row-column manner, inspired by the (semi-)autoregressive at-
tempt in machine translation [Akoury et al., 2019] and scene
text recognition [Qiao et al., 2021b], we build a two-step
coarse-to-fine Transformer decoder network to parse table
images from row to cell progressively, as illustrated in Fig.
1 (c). Specifically, DRCC first uses a row decoder to detect

table rows. The row decoder predicts both HTML row tag
category and row location determined by an upper boundary
and a lower boundary. Then for each row detected by the row
decoder, a cell decoder is applied to predict all cells of the
current row. The prediction of cells includes both HTML cell
tag category and cell location determined by a bounding box.
The row features extracted by the former row decoder are in-
put to the latter cell decoder as guiding information. For cell
prediction, we propose a novel decoding scheme that predicts
cells of the current row semi-autoregressively with the guid-
ing information of previously predicted rows and cells.

With our proposed two-step architecture, the error accumu-
lation problem of text prediction is dramatically alleviated.
As an example, for a 20 × 25 size table, previous image-to-
text methods have to predict 500 cells one by one autoregres-
sively [Nassar et al., 2022], any early mistakes could cause a
large influence on later predictions. By contrast, our method
bypasses autoregressive manner and only needs to predict 20
rows at first and then 25 cells for each predicted row. With
the predicted row tags and cell tags, a simple predefined tag
combination process is applied to yield the final HTML table
text.

Overall, the main contributions of our work are as follows:

• We propose a novel two-step Transformer architecture
for image-to-text TSR task. It alleviates error accumu-
lation problems specific to existing autoregressive meth-
ods. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to
concentrate on the error accumulation problem for TSR
task.

• We design a semi-autoregressive row-to-cell progressive
decoding scheme, which eliminates the inherent spatial
inconsistency problem for the 2D image to 1D text trans-
lation.

• Extensive experiments demonstrate that we have outper-
formed previous work on three public benchmarks: Pub-
TabNet(+1% in TEDS and 1.4% in TEDS-Struct), Sc-
iTSR(0.3% in complicated test set), SynthTabNet(2% in
TEDS on structure result).

2 Related Work
TSR is a long-standing and challenging computer vision
problem aiming to parse table images into structured data for-
mat [Itonori, 1993]. With the thriving of deep learning tech-
nologies, TSR has been fully developed and can be basically
divided into detection-based approaches and image-to-text-
based approaches.

2.1 Detection-based TSR
Detection-based TSR methods parse table images from the
perspective of object detection or segmentation. These meth-
ods can not predict table logical structure without post-
processing. According to the basic components focused on in
these methods, detection-based TSR can be categorized into
line-based methods and cell-based methods.

Line-based methods [Siddiqui et al., 2019; Tensmeyer et
al., 2019] resort to detection or segmentation methods to lo-
cate lines of a table. Then all the detected lines are intersected
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to obtain the cell grids. With the success of Transformer in
object detection, TSRFormer [Lin et al., 2022] proposes a
coarse-to-fine method to detect table lines based on DETR
[Carion et al., 2020], it also extends line-based methods to
curved and rotated table images.

Cell-based methods focus on cells, the fundamental ele-
ment of the table. The cell element can be easily detected by
classic off-the-shelf object detection models such as Faster-
RCNN [Ren et al., 2015] and YOLO [Redmon et al., 2016].
Besides, some table-specific models [Prasad et al., 2020;
Qiao et al., 2021a; Long et al., 2021] are proposed and
achieve much better performance than generic object detec-
tion methods. After obtaining the cell bounding boxes, cell
relationships could be recovered with heuristic rules or sepa-
rate deep learning methods.

2.2 Image-to-text based TSR
Inspired by the success of vision-language tasks, e.g., image
caption, visual question answering, etc., researchers propose
to directly perceive the whole table image and output the fi-
nal table logical structure in text format, e.g., HTML, with
an encoder-decoder architecture. Attention-based encoder-
decoder models are first proposed in image caption area [Xu
et al., 2015], and are soon extended to other structural predic-
tion tasks such as mathematical formulas recognition [Deng
et al., 2017] and table structure recognition [Deng et al.,
2019b]. However, the performance of directly transferring
generic encoder-decoder models to TSR is not satisfactory.

Dedicated to table images, [Zhong et al., 2020] proposes
EDD, a CNN + LSTM model improving the performance
of TSR to a new stage. Its key ingredient is a dual-branch
decoder architecture with a tag branch predicting the table
in text format and a content branch recognizing the content
of each table cell. However, it integrates Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) into the overall framework for cell con-
tent detection, which is computationally costly. TableMas-
ter [Ye et al., 2021] makes further progress by using Trans-
former based encoder-decoder architecture. It also abandons
cell content detection and proposes to locate cells with bound-
ing boxes instead. TableFormer [Nassar et al., 2022] proposes
a similar Transformer based architecture for TSR, which re-
places bounding box regression branch with a separate Trans-
former to increase model capacity.

All existing image-to-text TSR models adopt autoregres-
sive manner and suffer from error accumulation and spatial
inconsistency problems. Our proposed method is focused on
alleviating these problems.

3 Method
Below we will first describe the overall architecture of our
model and then elaborate on individual modules.

3.1 Overall Architecture
The overall framework of DRCC is illustrated in Fig. 3.
Given an input table image, a CNN backbone is used to ex-
tract image features, which are serialized as input token em-
beddings to a Transformer encoder.

The kernel ingredient of our method is a cascaded two-
step decoder architecture. A Transformer row decoder takes

in a learnable query embedding sequence as input and inter-
acts with the Transformer encoder output through multi-head
cross attention. At the output end, the row decoder non-
autoregressively predicts rows of the entire table, including
HTML row tag category and row location. Then, by iterat-
ing over all the predicted rows in top-to-down order, a Trans-
former cell decoder is applied to predict HTML cell classifi-
cation and regression of each row. The cell decoder adopts a
novel semi-autoregressive decoding scheme. That is, at the
micro level, the cell decoder predicts all cells correspond-
ing to the current row non-autoregressively, and at the macro
level, if regarding the cells belonging to one row as a cell
set, the cell decoder predicts cell sets one set by another set
autoregressively following top-to-down order.

When processing cell prediction, auxiliary visual features
are added to better capture visual context. The auxiliary vi-
sual features are all other row features and predicted cell fea-
tures from the backbone, with 1 × 1 ROIAlign [He et al.,
2017] applied on the final CNN output feature maps.

At inference time, when we get the regression of all rows
in the row decoder, a simple rearranging strategy is applied to
sort rows by comparing the upper/lower bound of the rows.
As for cells, since we apply the semi-autoregressive strategy
introduced above, all cells can be grouped into one particular
row. Cells in one row can be easily ordered by their bound-
ing box. Combining all prediction results, the final logical
structure of the table is reconstructed.

The details of each component module as well as our tag
reorder scheme are described below.

3.2 CNN Feature Extractor
For all input table images, we resize them to a fixed size
RH×W×3. The CNN feature extractor maps input images
to feature maps of shape R

H
32×

W
32×C , namely it downsamples

images 32 times to encode rich contextual information. We
use the ResNet [He et al., 2016] modified by removing the
final classification layer as our CNN backbone.

3.3 Transformer Encoder
The CNN output features are tokenized as the input sequence
of the Transformer encoder, which is of shape N × C where
N = HW

322 . The positional encoding used in VIT [Dosovit-
skiy et al., 2020] is also added to the input sequence to intro-
duce image spatial information. The Transformer encoder is
stacked from standard Transformer encoder layers [Vaswani
et al., 2017] with a multi-head self-attention (MHSA) mod-
ule and a feed-forward network (FFN). It outputs a sequence
with the same shape of N × C as the input sequence.

3.4 Transformer Row Decoder
The Transformer row decoder takes a learnable row query
sequence as input, which is of shape Lrow × C. The se-
quence length Lrow is the predefined maximum number of
rows in a table. It is stacked from DETR [Carion et al.,
2020] decoder layers with each one composed of a MHSA
module, a multi-head cross-attention (MHCA) module and a
FFN. At the output end, 2 separate three-layer FFNs are ap-
plied to map the output sequence of shape Lrow × C into 2
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Figure 3: An overview of the proposed DRCC. DRCC is composed of three parts: backbone, row decoder, and cell decoder. The backbone
is used to extract image features, the subsequent row decoder will regress and categorize all rows, and cell decoder will predict all table cells.

sets of predictions: (i) row tag category predictions PrCAT of
shape Lrow×3; (ii) row location predictions PrLOC of shape
Lrow × 2. Meanwhile, the row localization is parameterized
with a 2-dimensional vector representing the normalized up-
per and lower boundary of the row. Similar to DETR, Hun-
garian Algorithm is applied to map each ground truth row of
the table to a predicted one based on both PrCAT and PrLOC .
It is worth mentioning that the row decoder predicts in a non-
autoregressive manner, the order of the predicted rows is not
in line with the true row order of the table. Therefore, row
reordering according to the predicted row locations is per-
formed, such that the predicted rows can be iterated in the
correct top-to-down order.

3.5 Transformer Cell Decoder
The transformer cell decoder has 4 similar Transformer lay-
ers to the ones in the row decoder. As illustrated in Fig. 3,
the input query sequence is the summation of three differ-
ent embedding sequences: (i) type encoding; (ii) visual clue;
(iii) cell query. All three sequences have the same shape of
Lcell×C, where sequence length Lcell is the predefined max-
imum number of cells in a table. Before introducing these
three input sequences. It is worth mentioning our proposed
semi-autoregressive decoding scheme first.

Semi-autoregressive Decoding
As shown in Fig. 3, all the three input embedding sequences
of the cell decoder are partitioned into three sections: (i) his-
tory section; (ii) future section; (iii) current section. The
embeddings in the current section act as a query to non-
autoregressively predict cells of the current row being iter-
ated. To further utilize contextual information from other
rows to boost model performance, we append the history sec-
tion and future section to the input sequence, where embed-
dings in the history section correspond to visual features from
rows and cells that have already been iterated, while embed-
dings in the future section correspond to features from rows

that have not been iterated yet. As the row iteration goes
on, the history section of the input sequence is gradually ex-
panded. Considering the non-autoregressive manner in pre-
dicting cells in one row and autoregressive characteristic of
predicting cells row by row, we term this hybrid sequence
prediction scheme as semi-autoregressive prediction. Below
we describe the three types of input embedding.

Type Encoding
Each token in the type encoding sequence is a marker that in-
dicates which of the three sections the current token belongs
to. Meanwhile, it also points out whether the visual clue to-
ken at the same location is a row feature or a cell feature.
Therefore, each token belongs to the following four situa-
tions: (history, row), (history, cell), (future, row), (current,
row). Since the cell features for the current and future rows
are still unavailable, we do not have (current, cell) and (fu-
ture, cell) items. Actually, the type encoding is obtained by
a learnable embedding layer which maps each 4-dimensional
one-hot encoding into a C-dimensional feature vector.

Visual Clue
The token in the visual clue sequence is either a row feature
or a cell feature. Based on the CNN backbone output feature
maps, the row feature is the 1× 1 ROIAlign [He et al., 2017]
result of a row region determined by the row locations as pre-
dicted by the row decoder. Similarly, the cell feature is the
ROIAlign result of a cell region determined by the bounding
box as predicted by the cell decoder. In the history section,
the visual clue tokens include all row features and cell fea-
tures corresponding to all the rows having been iterated. In
the future section, each visual clue token is the row feature of
the corresponding row. In the current section, all visual clue
tokens are the same row feature of the current row being iter-
ated. Note that with the overall sequence length Lcell fixed,
the length of the history section increases while the length of
the other two sections decreases during row iteration.
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Cell Query
With only type encoding and visual clue sequences, we find
that tokens in the current section are the same , which can not
query different cells. To circumvent this problem, we add the
third input sequence, cell query embedding, which is a learn-
able embedding acting as an object query for cell detection.

Based on the output sequence of the cell decoder, 4 three-
layer FFNs are applied to generate 4 sets of predictions. They
are cell tag category prediction PcCAT of shape Lcell×Ccell,
cell row span attribute prediction Prowspan of shape Lcell ×
10, cell column span attribute prediction Pcolspan of shape
Lcell× 10, and cell bounding box prediction PcBbox of shape
Lcell × 4. The cell tag category number Ccell differs for dif-
ferent datasets. The row span and column span attributes pre-
diction are 10-way discrete classification problems, the target
label ranges from 1 to 10, i.e., we set the maximum value of
these two attributes to 10. The cell bounding box parameter-
ized with a 4-dimensional vector is regressed to the ground
truth for cell localization. Similar to the row decoder, Hun-
garian Algorithm is applied to establish a one-to-one mapping
between the predicted and the ground truth cells.

3.6 Loss Function
The training objective of our model is a multi-task loss func-
tion.

For both row decoder and cell decoder, we use the nega-
tive log-likelihood loss for all tag classifications. For row and
cell localization, we use a linear combination of l1 loss and
generalized IoU (GIOU) loss, which is the same as the local-
ization loss in DETR. Since we only regress the upper and
lower bound of each row in the row decoder, we manually
add a 0 left bound and a 1 right bound when calculating loss
functions, such that both the localization of rows and cells
could be unified with the GIOU loss.

It is worth mentioning that for the cell decoder, loss is only
calculated based on the output tokens in the current section.
Since the other two sections are only used to provide rich
contextual information for the current section.

3.7 Parameter Settings
We set H = W = 960, i.e., rescale all training and testing
table images to 960 × 960 resolution, the resolution of the
final extracted CNN feature maps are 30 × 30. We set C =
512, i.e., the feature dimension at all network modules are
fixed at 512. The sequence length of the Transformer encoder
is 900, which is in line with CNN feature map size. The row
decoder sequence length Lrow is set to be 50, and the cell
decoder sequence length Lcell is set to 500.

4 Experiments
4.1 Datasets
Our models are conducted on three popular public bench-
marks, including PubTabNet [Zhong et al., 2020], SciTSR
[Chi et al., 2019] and SynthTabNet [Nassar et al., 2022] to
verify the effectiveness of our model.

PubTabNet is a large-scale table dataset that contains
500,777 training images, 9,115 validating images, and 9,138

Methods TEDS(%) TEDS-Struct(%)

EDD[2020] 88.3 -
TableFormer[2022] 93.6 96.8
TableMaster[2021] 96.8 -

LGPMA[2021a] 94.6 96.7
FLAG-Net[2021] 95.1 -

RobusTabNet[2023] - 97.0
TSRFormer[2022] - 97.5

Ours 97.8 98.9

Table 1: Result on PubTabNet.

Methods SciTSR SciTSR-COMP

LGPMA[2021a] 98.8 98.0
FLAG-Net[2021] 99.5 98.5

RobusTabNet[2023] 99.3 98.7
TSRFormer[2022] 99.4 98.9

Ours 99.5 99.2

Table 2: Result on SciTSR.

testing images. PubTabNet is generated from scientific arti-
cles and contains both the structure of the table and the text
within each cell in HTML format. As the annotations of the
testing set are not released, we report the result in the val-
idation set following previous work [Lin et al., 2022]. We
extract 2 row types and 11 cell types following the setting
in [Ye et al., 2021]. TEDS [Zhong et al., 2020] and TEDS-
Struct [Qiao et al., 2021a] are used to evaluate performance.

SciTSR contains 12,000 training images and 3000 testing
images cropped from PDF of scientific literature, with struc-
ture labels obtained from LaTex source files. 716 complicated
table images are selected as SciTSR-COMP test set to further
compare the performance in complicated situations like span-
ning cells. There are only 1 row type and 1 cell type in this
dataset, and the cell adjacency relationship [Chi et al., 2019]
metric is used as the evaluation metric.

SynthTabNet is a large synthetically generated dataset
with complicated structure and diverse appearance. It con-
tains 600k images and their annotations, and all images are
divided into train, test and val splits (80%, 10%, 10%). Ta-
ble is defined as ”complex” if there are row spans or column
spans. There are 2 row types and 1 cell type in SynthTabNet,
and TEDS is applied to evaluate the performance.

4.2 Result on Benchmark
DRCC is conducted on three public benchmarks, and it
achieves state-of-the-art performance on all of them.

As shown in Table 1, DRCC has achieved 97.8% TEDS
score and 98.9% in TEDS-Struct, outperforming SOTA meth-
ods in TEDS by 1% and TEDS-Struct by 1.4%. Table 2
shows our method is comparable with the previous SOTA
in SciTSR in F1-score, and in SciTSR-COMP, we are 0.3%
better. As reported in Table 3, although table in SynthTab-
Net has much more complicated structure and various appear-
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(a)
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Figure 4: Visualization of DRCC predictions (row bound and cell bounding box). Left: table image; middle: row prediction; right: cell
prediction. For clarity, we add virtual left and right bound for every row so that it can be represented as a rectangle. The color of the bounding
box visualization is looped in red, yellow, and blue in row granularity so that the row-cell relationship can be observed more clearly.

Methods TEDS(%)
Simple Complex All

TableFormer[2022] 96.9 95.7 96.7

Ours 98.8 98.0 98.7

Table 3: Structure Result on SynthTabNet.

ances, we achieve 98.7% in TEDS on structure result, which
is 2% better than that of TableFormer, and the improvement
increases to 2.3% in ”complex” tables. These results show
that DRCC achieves great performance in public benchmarks,
especially for complicated situations.

4.3 Error Accumulation Analysis
As we mentioned above, error accumulation severely drops
the performance of image-to-text methods, especially when
facing huge tables and long output. Here, we are trying to
show the effort we make to relieve the error accumulation.

Prediction Length
Table 4 shows the result of three image-to-text methods:
EDD, TableMaster, and DRCC, on PubTabNet tables of dif-
ferent sizes. We split the PutTabNet into three splits: PTN-
small, PTN-medium, and PTN-large according to the output
text length. Namely, we categorize the shortest 1/3 tables into
PTN-small, the longest 1/3 tables into PTN-large, and others
into PTN-medium.

As the length of output text increases, the performance of
all three methods drops down. However, when comparing

Methods PTN-small PTN-medium PTN-large

EDD 91.79 90.50 87.42
TableMaster 97.35 96.58 94.61

Ours 98.36 97.86 97.25

Table 4: Result on PubTabNet table of different size. We trained
EDD and TableMaster using the official GitHub code on PubTabNet
training set, and illustrate their performance, since this result is not
reported by the author in their works [Zhong et al., 2020; Ye et al.,
2021]. PTN is the abbreviation of PubTabNet.

the gap among different splits, it can be observed that DRCC
has a much more robust performance of the three. EDD
drops down by 1.29 comparing PTN-medium with PTN-
small, and 3.08 comparing PTN-large with PTN-medium.
When it comes to TableMaster, the gap is 0.77 and 1.97 sepa-
rately. It can be observed that the gap between PTN-large and
PTN-medium is much larger than that between PTN-medium
and PTN-small on both TableMaster and EDD. As for DRCC,
the gap is only 0.5 and 0.61, and the performance decreasing
among different splits is much closer.

Overall, when facing huge tables, DRCC has a much more
stable performance.

Spatial Distribution
A “matching map” is shown in Fig 5. The algorithm to gen-
erate ”matching map” can be referred to in the supplemen-
tary material. With the help of ”matching map”, we can have
much more fine-grained view of why and where the error ac-
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(a) Matching map of predicted bounding box and ground truth.

TableMaster: Ours:

(b) Digtization of matching map.
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Figure 5: (a) “Matching map” of TableMaster and DRCC. We
only show the result from TableMaster and DRCC, as EDD does not
predict the bounding box of cells. Blue means better accuracy and
yellow represents worse accuracy. (b) Split the “matching map”
into 5 × 5 grids, and the number in each grid shows the average
value in the grid area. Bigger digit means better accuracy. The
algorithm to generate “matching map” can be referred in the supple-
mentary material.

cumulation occurs.
As we can see in Fig 5, TableMaster’s performance drop

dramatically in the right and bottom side of the image. This
can be explained that HTML, the output format for previ-
ous image-to-text method, describe the table in a top-to-down
left-to-right spatial order. In horizontal direction, DRCC has
almost stable performance while TableMaster owns a trend
that accuracy drops from left to right. Unfortunately, in verti-
cal direction, both of the methods drop down from top to bot-
tom. This might come from that the cell decoder of DRCC
“scans” the table image using a up-to-down manner.

4.4 Ablation Studies

Row decoder Cell decoder TEDSCB RB NAR SAR
✓ 83.21

✓ ✓ 95.89
✓ ✓ 97.36

✓ ✓ 97.82

Table 5: Ablation study. CB means row decoder predicts the first
Cell’s Bounding box for each row, RB means row decoder predicts
the Row Bound for each row. NAR is the abbreviation of Non-
AutoRegressive, SAR is the abbreviation of Semi-AutoRegressvie.

We will analyze the impact of different designs of the de-
coder on PubTabNet in this section.

There are two settings for the row decoder. The first is
predicting the first “Cell Bounding” box for each row. An-
other row decoder is to predict the upper/lower Row Bound
for each row, namely the row decoder used in DRCC. As
for the cell decoder, we apply a non-autoregressive Trans-
former decoder using easy-first [Goldberg and Elhadad,
2010; Qiao et al., 2021b] decoding strategy, represented as
Non-AutoRegressive. Accordingly, the cell decoder adopted
by DRCC is called Semi-AutoRegressvie.

As illustrated in Table 5, a completely non-autoregressive
decoder severely decreases the performance to an unaccept-
able level, which makes it meaningless even if the error accu-
mulation problem can be solved by pure non-autoregressive
methods, since the long output in TSR enlarges its drawback
in capture context information.

A coarse-grained row decoder can improve the perfor-
mance of the cell decoder significantly, since it splits the
whole table into several components and offers useful aux-
iliary information. The predicting target for the row decoder
also exerts a small amount of influence on the final result.
Compared with the first cell in row, the strip where the row is
located contains more abundant context information, and all
cells in the particular row can be involved.

4.5 Visualization

We illustrate some visualization of DRCC in PubTabNet. For
clarity, the prediction of the bounding box is looped in red,
yellow, and blue in row granularity, namely red for the first
row and its cells, yellow for the second, blue for the third and
so on. As is shown in Fig. 4, DRCC can deal with com-
plex table e.g. row/column-span, multi-line text, ignoring the
caption area which does not belong to the table. These illus-
trations demonstrate the robustness of our proposed method
in different situations.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel framework for table struc-
ture recognition named DRCC. We spot the problem of
error accumulation and spatial inconsistency between the
2D image and 1D text output in previous image-to-text
methods. We propose a novel two-step Transformer ar-
chitecture to relieve the error accumulation problem, and a
semi-autoregressive row-to-cell progressive decoding scheme
eliminates the inherent spatial continuity. Our results sug-
gest that DRCC is efficient to handle large tables and achieves
state-of-the-art in three public benchmarks. In the future, we
will utilize text spotting [Wang et al., 2022; Wei et al., 2022]
technique to integrate more textual and visual information for
multi-modal TSR.
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